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Abstract 

Tasks and artifacts are recognized as first-class citizens in business processes but there is still no consensus on how to 
represent them. This paper proposes a notation, named ENTA, which allows both task-centric models and artifact-centric 
ones to be defined. The major contribution is the emphasis placed on human-centric processes and, in particular, on the 
choices under the responsibility of the participants. The consequences are a strong connection between tasks and business 
entities and the introduction of structures of work encompassing all the tasks that have some common input entities. An 
example related to an order handling business process is used to present the major features of the notation. 

© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of 
CENTERIS/ProjMAN/HCIST. 
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1. Introduction 

A tighter integration between business processes and business entities is being pursued in current research on 
artifact-centric business models. The emphasis is placed on the identification of the key business entities (called 
artifacts) and of their life cycles, which show how the artifacts evolve over time through the execution of 
business operations. In contrast, activity-centric models, such those based on BPMN [1], appear to be mainly an 
extension to procedural programs, where the extension consists in allowing long-lived activities (human tasks 
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and automatic ones) to take place. Low flexibility and no links with business entities are the major drawbacks. 
In fact, the course of action is automatically decided by the control flow of the process, while tasks result 
disconnected from business entities because the data flow is based on process variables and there is no 
automatic mapping between process variables and business entities. 

The purpose of the research illustrated in this paper is the representation of two types of choice in which 
participants may be involved: one is the choice of the input entities for the tasks that need more than one, and 
the other is the choice between a number of courses of action. 

The implications are a strong link between business entities and tasks, and a structure of work based on tasks 
acting on common input entities. 

While the major modeling elements are business entities, tasks and work structures, there is more than one 
option to represent them with a modeling notation. For this reason, this paper proposes a basic approach, called 
ENTA (ENtities and TAsks) and two equivalent notations; one, called task-centric, provides monolithic models 
based on tasks, and the other, called artifact-centric, distributes tasks among the life cycles of the artifacts 
involved. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the features of human tasks. Subsequent sections 
present the ENTA notations with the help of a simplified order handling process. Section 3 explains the 
requirements of the process, the information model and some basic tasks; sections 4 and 5 are about the task-
centric notation and the artifact-centric one, respectively. Section 6 analyzes the related work and section 7 
provides the conclusion.  

2. Features of human tasks 

Tasks are units of work to be carried out automatically or by users through graphical interfaces; the former 
are referred to as automatic tasks and the latter as human tasks. 

In the domain of enterprise applications, tasks are meant to operate on business entities, which designate 
chunks of information used to run a business. Examples of business entities are purchase requisitions, customer 
orders, requests for quote.  

Representing tasks in a modeling environment, such as ENTA, implies showing their information flows, 
their behavioral requirements and, in case of human tasks, their performer requirements. 

The information flow consists of input and output links, which indicate the input and output entities in terms 
of type, state and number. States denote stages in the life cycle of entities and their explicit mention makes the 
context of tasks explicit.  

Behavioral requirements encompass both the intended effects of tasks and the constraints that limit their 
executions. They are expressed in a declarative way by means of post-conditions and pre-conditions, 
respectively. Conditions are based on the structure of the input and output entities; for this reason, an 
information model showing the types of the entities involved along with their attributes and relationships is 
needed.  

Performer requirements refer to human tasks and establish how to identify their performers. Human tasks are 
associated with role names: a role usually denotes a group of users featuring specific skills and responsibilities. 
If only the role is specified, any member of the group can perform the task; for example, any user playing the 
customer role can place a customer order. In most cases, however, a specific performer is required and such 
specificity depends on the input entities. A performer rule is then needed and it is written as a navigational 
expression based on the items of the information model. 
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3. Basic tasks 

This section presents a number of basic tasks with the help of an example; since tasks rely on an information 
model, as discussed in the previous section, the features of information models are also described.  

The example is a simplified order handling process and its requirements are kept to a minimum, as follows. 
A selling organization provides a platform (referred to as the selling platform) through which their customers 
can place customer orders. A customer order refers to a product type. Customer orders are handled by staff 
members called account managers. Each customer is served by one account manager. Account managers do not 
directly fulfill customer orders; instead, they must first place orders with suppliers so as to get the products 
needed and then they will fulfill the customer orders. In addition, they may assemble several customer orders 
into one supplier order, provided that the supplier is able to supply the products required. Suppliers fulfill 
supplier orders. 

First the information model is worked out and then the models of the tasks are presented. The information 
model is shown in Fig. 1 and the tasks in Fig. 2. 

From the requirements above, it comes out that three roles are implied, i.e. customer, account manager and 
supplier. Customers are served by account managers: the relationship between type Customer and type 
AccountMgr represents the connections indicating which account manager takes care of which customers. Type 
ProductType represents the products dealt with through the selling platform, and the relationship between type 
Supplier and type ProductType represents the connections indicating which product types are provided by 
which suppliers.  

Relationships imply attributes (called associative attributes) in the entities involved. Such attributes refer to 
single entities or collections of entities depending on the cardinalities of the corresponding relationships. The 
names of the associative attributes may be omitted and in such cases they take the name of the entity type they 
refer to (with the initial in lower case), in the singular form or in the plural one depending on the cardinality of 
the relationship. Associative attributes are essential for navigational purposes as will be illustrated in the next 
sections. For example, if s denotes a certain supplier order, expression “s.customerOrders” returns the customer 
orders related to the supplier order.  

The syntax of navigational expressions in ENTA is based on a simplified version of OCL [2]. 
 

1

CustomerOrder

AccountMgrCustomer

ProductType

SupplierOrder Supplier

n

1

1

 

Fig. 1. The information model of the order handling process 

Associations may be mandatory on one side and optional on the other; in this case, the relationship is shown 
as an oriented link whose origin is the entity type for which the association is mandatory. Mandatory 
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relationships are important in that they determine which associations have to be set when a new entity is 
generated. Depending on the multiplicity of the relationship, the newly generated entity will be connected to 
one or more entities of the destination type. On the destination side of a mandatory relationship, the default 
multiplicity is one; on the source side, it is n (which means zero or many).  

The analysis of the requirements above leads to the introduction of the four tasks shown in Fig. 2. The 
features to be analyzed are the generation of entities, the identification of the performers of the tasks, and the 
selection of the input entities. 

Task placeCO (place customer order) enables customers to place orders when they want to: its effect is the 
generation of a new customer order, as indicated in the post-condition “new CustomerOrder”. The performer is 
any customer: this is indicated by keyword “any” written after the role name. The mandatory relationships 
CustomerOrder-Customer and CustomerOrder-ProductType indicate that the newly generated customer order 
has to be connected with one customer entity and one product type. The customer entity is the one related to the 
performer of the task; the entities representing the performers are called performer entities. The product type, 
instead, will be chosen by the performer during the execution of the task. The entities to be selected at run time 
appear in the pre-conditions of the tasks and are introduced by keyword “with”.  

When a task results in a new entity, the partner entities implied by the mandatory relationships related to the 
type of the new entity may correspond to the input entities of the task, to its performer entity or to the entities 
selected at run time; the correspondences are determined automatically on the basis of the entity types. 

The output flows of a task indicate which results are of interest for the process; the labels show the types of 
the entities transmitted to the process. Task placeCO has only one output flow consisting of the newly 
generated customer order in the initial state.  

Account managers have to assemble customer orders into supplier orders and this takes place with task 
placeSO (place supplier order). The performer of the task is not a generic one as it happens with task placeCO; 
in fact, there is no “any” qualifier added to the role name. He/she is a specific one and the specificity is 
determined by a relationship with the input entities. Such relationships are established by means of performer 
rules. Performer rule “CustomerOrder to AccountMgr” maps a customer order to an account manager through 
the navigational expression “customerOrder.customer.accountMgr”. The expression starts from the customer 
order, follows the link to the customer who issued it and then reaches the account manager associated with the 
customer.  

With task placeSO, the account manager can select a number of customer orders and one supplier so as to 
assemble the customer orders into one supplier order directed to the supplier. The choice of the input entities is 
subjected to a pre-condition which guarantees that the supplier is able to provide the products needed. The 
result expressed by the post-condition is the generation of a new supplier order. Due to the mandatory 
relationships of type SupplierOrder, the new entity will be connected to the input customer orders and to the 
supplier chosen by the performer. 

Task fulfillSO (fulfill supplier order) acts on a supplier order in the initial state and returns the supplier order 
in a different state, i.e. fulfilled. The intended modifications are not specified in the requirements above, but 
they are represented by a different output state. The performer of the task is related to the input entity, as 
indicated by performer rule “SupplierOrder to Supplier”.  

Task fulfillCOs is an example of human task with the input entities automatically selected. In fact, it makes 
an account manager fulfill all the customer orders related to a supplier order that has been fulfilled. 
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Performer rules:
CustomerOrder to AccountMgr: customerOrder.customer.accountMgr.
SupplierOrder to Supplier: supplierOrder.supplier.
SupplierOrder to AccountMgr: 
supplierOrder.customerOrders(1).customer.accountMgr.
Tasks
placeCO: pre: with productType. post: new CustomerOrder.
placeSO: pre: with supplier, customerOrders.productType in supplier.productTypes.
post: new SupplierOrder.
fulfillCOs: pre (auto): customerOrders == supplierOrder.customerOrders.

placeCO

CustomerOrder, initial

Customer (any)

SupplierOrder, initial

placeSO

CustomerOrder, initial

n

CustomerOrder, pending

AccountMgr

SupplierOrder, initial

SupplierOrder, fulfilled

Supplier

fulfillSO

fulfillCOs

SupplierOrder, fulfilled

CustomerOrder, fulfilled

CustomerOrder, pending

AccountMgr

SupplierOrder, handled

n

n

 

 Fig. 2. Basic tasks 

When a human task is meant to operate on two or more input entities, the actual choice of the input entities 
from the available ones may be carried out by the performer or may be made automatically. The first case will 
be illustrated in the next section. In the second case, human intervention is needed in the accomplishment of the 
task but not in the choice of the input entities. The automatic selection of the input entities implies a selection 
rule, which is expressed as a pre-condition. The way the input tokens are selected is an important issue the 
model must bear evidence of; for this reason, the pre-conditions of human tasks featuring the automatic 
selection of the input entities include the qualifier “auto”. 

The input entities of task fulfillCOs consist of one supplier order and of all the customer orders associated 
with it. This is stated by the pre-condition “customerOrders == supplierOrder.customerOrders”, where the 
major terms, i.e. “customerOrders” and “supplierOrder”, denote the customer orders and the supplier order 
taken from the input flows. The type name with the initial in lower case is used to denote the input entities; the 
type name appears in the singular or plural form, if one entity or more than one are needed, respectively. The 
output flows emit the input entities with their states updated. 
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Performer rule “SupplierOrder to AccountMgr” indicates that the account manager in charge of a supplier 
order is the one dealing with the customers who placed the orders assembled into the supplier order. 

4. Task-centric process models  

This section describes task-centric models and introduces decisional blocks (or simply blocks), which 
include all the tasks having some common input links. 

The requirements of the example introduced in the previous section are slightly modified as follows. 
Account managers may reject customer orders or may assemble a number of them into a new supplier order, 
which remains open so they can add additional customer orders to it. Eventually, they close the order, which is 
then passed to the intended supplier, who may fulfill or reject it. In case of acceptance, the account managers 
fulfill the related customer orders; in case of rejection, they move the customer orders back to the initial state so 
they will be handled as the newly generated ones. 

The information model remains the same as the one shown in Fig. 1, except for the cardinality of 
relationship SupplierOrder-CustomerOrder, which becomes 0..1 on the SupplierOrder side because in case of 
immediate rejection a customer order is not connected to any supplier order. 

The task-centric model of the example is presented in Fig. 3. 
Basically, a task-centric model results from the concatenation of process elements, a process element being a 

task or a block. Two process elements are concatenated if an output link of one of them is also an input link of 
the other. Such concatenation links are labeled with the names of the type and state of the entities flowing 
through them, and have two weights: one is the output weight for the source element and the other is the input 
weight for the destination element. If the weight is 1, it is omitted. 

The notation is based on the principle that all the tasks having some common input entities are included in 
the same block. As a consequence, two or more links having the same labels (type and state) and directed to 
different blocks are not allowed. The collection of the input entities to be acted on by a block forms the scope of 
the block. Scopes are disjoint: no entity may be part of two or more scopes. 

Blocks may be used to represent human choices, i.e. situations in which several courses of action are 
possible and the choice is made by the performer.  The tasks in the block are the starting points of the different 
courses of action. 

A simple choice is characterized by one input entity; an example is given by block decideOnSO. Suppliers 
can accept or reject the orders directed to them. The input of the block is assumed to be the input of both tasks. 

Complex choices operate on heterogeneous input entities, i.e. input entities belonging to different types; an 
example is provided by block handleOrders. This block enables an account manager to reject a customer order 
(task rejectCO), to assemble a number of customer orders into a new supplier order (task generateSO), to add 
additional customer orders to a supplier order (task extendSO) and to issue a supplier order (task placeSO). 
Since not all the input links of the block are needed by all the tasks, those needed are shown explicitly. The 
output links of the tasks indicate that: 1) the customer orders are put in states “rejected” by task rejectCO and in 
state “pending” by tasks generateSO and extendSO; 2) a supplier order is generated by task generateSO, it is 
put in state “placed” by task placeSO and does not change state with task extendSO. 

The scope of this block consists of all the customer orders and supplier orders in the initial state; however, 
each performer of the block, i.e. an account manager, will receive a distinct sub-scope made up of: 1) all the 
customer orders that were issued by the account manager’s customers and are in the initial state; 2) all the 
supplier orders that were generated by the account manager and are in the initial state. The distribution of the 
entities is brought about by the performer rules mapping customer orders and supplier orders to account 
managers. They were shown in Fig. 2 and are not repeated in Fig. 3. 
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extendSO

generateSO placeSO

CO, initial

Customer (any)

SO, initial

AccountMgr

n

handleOrders

CO, 
initial

handlePendingCOs

n

CO, pending

CO, fulfilled, 
Customer

SO, placed

SO, fulfilled

Supplier

decideOnSO

AccountMgr

reconsiderCOs

fulfillCOs

rejectSO fulfillSO

Abbreviations

CO = CustomerOrder, SO = SupplierOrder.

rejectCO

CO CO

CO

n

CO

CO

SO

SO, rejected

SO

CO, pending

SO, rejected

SO, fulfilled

CO, rejected, 
Customer

n

placeCO

SO, initial

n n

n

n

 
 

 Fig. 3. The task-centric model of the order handling process 

Task generateSO produces a new supplier order, which becomes part of the sub-scope for the performer, 
who may then select it with task extendSO or task placeSO. Task generateSO is similar to task placeSO shown 
in Fig. 2; pre-conditions and post-conditions are not repeated for lack of space. 

A complex choice must include at least one task with heterogeneous input entities. In block handleOrders, 
there is only one such task, extendSO. In addition to a pre-condition, which is similar to the one of task 
placeSO, this task also features a post-condition stating that each customer order selected will be associated 
with the supplier order selected.  

In block handlePendingCOs, the selection of the input entities is automatic: the customer orders are those 
related to the supplier order. If the supplier order has been fulfilled or rejected, the account manager fulfills the 
customer orders selected or moves them back into the initial state, respectively. In both cases, the supplier order 
is put into an implicit final state: this is due to the lack of output links related to the supplier order. 

The output links that are not connected to any subsequent task represent notifications, i.e. communication 
sent to the intended recipients. A notification has three labels: the type of the entity which is the payload of the 
notification, the meaning of the notification, e.g. fulfilled, and the recipient. The recipient is equivalent to a 
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specific performer and is identified with the same rules. In Fig. 3 there are two notifications and their purpose is 
to inform customers whether their orders have been fulfilled or rejected. 

5. Artifact centric process models  

While the task-centric approach leads to monolithic models, those provided by the artifact-centric approach 
are modular in that they consist of the life cycles of the artifacts involved. The artifact-centric process model of 
the selling platform is presented in Fig. 4. There are two artifact types, i.e. CustomerOrder and SupplierOrder 
and their life cycles are shown in the same picture, for convenience. 

 

Customer (any)

placeCO

initial, AccountMgr

CustomerOrder

extendSO

rejectCO generateSO

rejected, 
Customer

placed, Supplier

n

initial, AccountMgr

placeSO

n

n

n

extendSO

fulfillSO rejectSO

fulfilled, 
Customer

fulfilled, 
AccountMgr

reconsiderCOs

fulfillCOs

fulfillCOs reconsiderCOs

pending, AccountMgr

rejected, 
AccountMgr

final

SupplierOrder

n

n

n

n

generateSO

AccountMgr

 
  

Fig. 4. The artifact-centric model of the order handling process 

Artifact-centric models are state-transition models, in which states are shown as circles and transitions as 
rectangles. Transitions represent tasks but in contrast with task-centric models, role names are associated with 
states and not with tasks. The reason is as follows: since a state with more than one output transition may 
represent a human choice, and a choice is under the responsibility of only one role, the role is associated with 
the state.  

A major issue in the artifact-centric perspective is the coordination of the life cycles of the entities involved. 
Coordination means that there are transitions belonging to different life cycles which have to be performed 
jointly; such transitions are called coordinated transitions. If they represent human tasks, the input states must 
be labeled with the same role name. 
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In the selling process there are four cases of coordination. In the task-centric model they correspond to the 
tasks generating new artifacts and/or having input entities of different types: the tasks are generateSO, 
extendSO, reconsiderCOs and fulfillCOs. In the artifact-centric model, coordinated transitions have identical 
names in the life cycles of the entities involved as they denote the same task. For example, task extendSO 
corresponds to two transitions affecting a number of customer orders and one supplier order. 

The conventions regarding performer rules, pre-conditions and post-conditions are the same in task-centric 
models and in artifact-centric ones. Moreover, coordinated transitions have the same pre/post-conditions and 
then they need to be written only once.  

6. Related work  

What distinguishes knowledge-intensive processes [3] from routines is that the participants are not 
considered as mere resources needed to carry out tasks which are not automatable, but they can play an active 
role as they may take decisions which affect the control flow. Several techniques have been proposed in order 
to improve the flexibility of the control flow [4]. For example, with Declare [5], any task of an ad hoc sub-
process may be performed as long as the mandatory constraints are not violated; with the Business Process 
Constraint Network approach [6], process variants may be built at run-time. However, those proposals lack a 
clear representation of choices in terms of links between the entities to be chosen and the activities that can be 
performed. 

In the case-handling approach [7], a process is meant to take care of a specific entity type (e.g. an insurance 
claim), called the process case: the purpose is to improve the flexibility of the control flow as the process 
evolution depends on the state of the case and not only on the tasks performed [8]. 

The artifact-centric approach emphasizes the role played by the artifacts in business models. Term artifact 
has been introduced in [9] to designate a concrete and self-describing chunk of information that business people 
use to run a business. The analysis (reported in [10]) of the operations of a global financing division resulted in 
a high-level model consisting of 3 major artifact types, whose life cycles include 18 states and approximately 
65 tasks.  The major benefit is the right level of granularity, which facilitates communication among the 
stakeholders and helps them focus on the primary purposes of the business. 

A major issue in the artifact-centric perspective is the coordination of the life cycles of the business entities 
involved. In the GSM (Guard-Stage-Milestone) approach [11], coordination is achieved through events and 
rules defined in the artifact models. In other approaches, where the relationships between artifact types are 
explicitly defined, coordination takes advantage of them, in particular of hierarchical relationships (e.g. 
COREPRO [12]). In PHILharmonicFlows [13], the life cycles of the entities are described by micro processes 
made up of states and transitions, while coordination is defined with macro processes consisting of macro steps 
and macro transitions. 

An approach for discovering business entities from activity-centric models is described in [14], which also 
presents a mapping between activity-centric models and information-centric ones. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper has presented a notation for human-centric business processes: it shows the ordering of the tasks 
and the information flows exchanged between the tasks and the process. The information flows indicate both 
the input entities needed by the tasks and the output entities provided by them. Emphasis is placed on two types 
of choice in which participants may be involved: one is the choice of the input entities for the tasks that need 
more than one, and the other is the choice between a number of courses of action. 
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The notation named ENTA has been illustrated in its two flavors, i.e. task-centric and artifact-centric, in 
order to demonstrate that tasks and artifacts (i.e. business entities whose dynamics matter in the current process) 
are equally important and must be considered as first-class citizens in business models. 

Current work focuses on how the tasks and the structures of work may be presented to their performers 
through suitable work lists [15].  

The content of work lists is influenced by the notation adopted; with ENTA, a work list is a kind of 
viewpoint that participants are provided with on the artifacts they are in charge of. The viewpoint includes the 
options currently available and it changes on the basis of the decisions taken by participants. One of the 
challenges is the identification of the most expressive techniques to help participants work in this way. For 
example, graphical techniques showing a network of artifacts along with their states, correlations and valid 
options could be worked out. 
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